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Abstract. In this work we introduce repro eval - a tool for reactive
reproducibility studies of system-oriented Information Retrieval (IR) ex-
periments. The corresponding Python package provides IR researchers
with measures for different levels of reproduction when evaluating their
systems’ outputs. By offering an easily extensible interface, we hope to
stimulate common practices when conducting a reproducibility study of
system-oriented IR experiments.
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1 Introduction

Reproduciblity is a cornerstone of scientific findings. However, many scientific
fields are affected by reproducibility issues [2] and IR is not an exception [6].
In the previous decade, different communities from the computational sciences
developed a range of tools supporting researchers in their attempts to make
studies reproducible.

According to Potthast et al. [12] reproducibility efforts can be subdivided
into either proactive, reactive or supportive actions. Many exisiting tools for
reproducibility support proactive actions. More general examples include Ro-
Hub [11], CodaLab4 (executable papers), ReproZip [4] (workflow tracking, data
provenance), Process Migration Framework (system resource logging) [13], Re-
proMatch5 (search engine for reproducibility tools), noWorkflow [10] (monitoring
data provenance), yesWorkflow [9] and others. With special regards to system-
oriented IR experiments, the implementations and requirements can be proac-
tively packaged with virtual machines or as shown more recently with Docker

4 https://codalab.org/
5 http://repromatch.poly.edu/tools/search/
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containers as exemplified by TIRA [12] and the OSIRRC platform [5], respec-
tively. On the other hand, the IR community promotes reactive reproducibility
studies by archiving experimental data from evaluation campaigns at TREC [15]
or CLEF [1]. Here, we can use the artifacts - or more specifically system runs
- of previous experiments as points of reference to which we compare the re-
sults of our reimplementations. Tools of supportive actions have been realized as
Evaluation-as-a-Service infrastructures and shared task platforms [8].

The presented software complements existing reproducibility tools by mea-
suring the exactness of reproduced system runs in relation to their original coun-
terparts. It is often not sufficient to compare system results based on their av-
erage retrieval performance (ARP), as the averaged scores may hide differences
between the distributions of topic scores or the order of documents. In this
sense, repro eval supports researchers as part of their reactive approach when
reimplementing another researcher’s retrieval system. The implemented mea-
sures of repro eval provide the reproducer with insights at different levels of
reproduction. Under consideration of these insights, repro eval contributes to
the adequate use of reimplemented systems, for instance when they are used as
baseline systems in experimental evaluations.

2 Evaluating Reimplementations with repro eval

The presented Python package compiles system-oriented reproducibility mea-
sures we introduced in previous studies [3]. According to the ACM policy of
Artifact Review and Badging6, we align the system-oriented IR experiment to
the terminology it introduces. More specifically, repro eval can be used to eval-
uate the reproducibility with a reimplemented IR system in combination with the
same test collection of the original experiments, whereas replicability considers
the reimplementation in combination with a different test collection.

In this sense, repro eval supports IR researchers who want to compare
their systems to a reference or state-of-the-art system for which no source code
or public artifact is available. Especially, when reference systems need to be
evaluated in a different context (with a possibly different test collection), IR
researchers cannot rely on the results reported in the original publication. With
repro eval they can evaluate their reimplemented reference system and gain
insight into how similar the two systems are. With an increasing level of specifity,
the Python package provides different measures that provide a more nuanced
perspective on the degree of reproduction and replication. Figure 1 provides a
hierarchical illustration of the different levels and corresponding measures.

Proceeding from the bottom to the top of this hierarchy, the specifity of
reproduction (and replication) increases from the most general to the most spe-
cific. Note that some evaluations are limited to reproduced experiments only.
The ordering of documents can only be compared if all systems runs (possi-
bly) contain the same documents or were derived from the same test collection.

6 https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging Previous ver-
sions of the policy basically swapped the meaning of the two terms reproducibility
and replicability, which is why we used the terms vice versa in earlier studies.

https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
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Fig. 1: Measures of repro eval arranged with regard to their level of specifity

Likewise, the level of effectiveness can only be determined if reproduced runs
are derived for the same topics as in the original experiment. Here, the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) evaluates the closeness of the topic scores distribu-
tions between the reproduced and original results. In order to evaluate replicated
runs, reimplementations need to be compared on more general levels. The over-
all effects are determined with the help of the Effect Ratio (ER) and the Delta
Relative Improvement (DeltaRI). To do so, a replicated baseline run and an im-
proved version of it (which we refer to as the advanced run) are required. The
ER and DeltaRI measure how accurately the effects between the baseline and
the advanced run can be replicated. At the most general level, it is possible to
compare the topic score distributions of the reproduced and replicated runs with
paired and unpaired t-tests, respectively. The p-values deliver information about
the success of reproduction and replication. In case of a low p-value, there is a
strong evidence that the repeated experiment has failed.

3 Case Study on the Evaluation of Reproducibility

Let us consider IR researchers reimplementing a retrieval system of another re-
search group that provides no other artifacts except for the description in the
publication and the original run files. Having reimplemented the system, the
researchers want to know about the quality of their reproductions/replications.
Since the publication lacks some details about optional processing steps or pa-
rameterizations, the researchers try different variations and end up having many
runs. How do they know which one is the most exactly reproduced/replicated
run? Intuitively, they can compare the runs by the ARP. However, equal (av-
eraged) scores might hide differences between the topic score distributions or
document orderings. Furthermore, replicated runs (derived from another test
collection) cannot be compared at these two levels.

In this case, repro eval provides a toolbox of different measures for repro-
ducibility and replicability. It is a Python package which uses the Pytrec eval [7]
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Fig. 2: repro eval as a cornerstone for statistical and visual analytics of repro-
ducibility studies with the help of Colab.

interface to trec eval7, as well as numpy [16] and scipy [14]. Once installed,
repro eval can be used either by a conventional command line call (similar to
trec eval) or by importing it into programs as exemplified by the Colab-based
tool for visually analysing the reproducibilty and replicability (see Figure 2).

We provide an interactive demonstration in a Colab-based environment fea-
turing example data that complies with the previously outlined use case8. Be-
sides numerical outputs comparable to those of trec eval, our demonstration
showcases some plots that help researchers to gain a better understanding of
the reproductions. Bar plots visualize conventional comparisons at the level of
ARP, whereas the included plots of Kendall’s τ Union and the RMSE illustrate
the reproduction quality across the cut-off ranks. At the level of overall effects,
the ER/DeltaRI plots are a valuable tool helping to explore the space of re-
production/replication. In theory, the best reproduction/replication yields (ER
1 / DeltaRI 0). The included scatter plots visualize which runs resemble the
originals in terms of P@10, AP, and nDCG the most.

4 Contributions & Conclusions

We introduce repro eval, a tool for reproducibility studies of system-oriented
IR experiments. This tool provides a Python package that can be used by re-
searchers in their reactive approach to reimplement another researchers’ exper-
iments. The included reproducibility and replicability measures offer assistance
when measuring the closeness of reimplemented systems’ outputs compared to
the original results. More technical details, installation instructions and a demon-
stration video of repro eval can be found in our public GitHub repository9.

Acknowledgements This paper was partially supported by the EU Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under the Marie Sk lodowska-Curie grant
agreement No. 893667, and by the German Research Foundation (No. 407518790).

7 https://github.com/usnistgov/trec eval
8 https://colab.research.google.com/github/irgroup/repro eval/blob/master/

example/demo.ipynb
9 https://github.com/irgroup/repro eval
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